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APPENDIX I

Use and attitude of current technology
I Knowledge and use of technological devices

Use Yes No

1. Possess
1.1 Phone
1.2. Cell phone
1.3. TV
1.4. Remote control for TV
1.5. PC
1.6. Internet
1.7.  Assistive devices (blood pressure device, emergency 

alarm, device for automatic opening/closing of the door)
Other

2. if “other” please specify

II Self-assessment of technical skills and joint technology

3. How you will describe your skills regarding the use of next devices? Please respond using scale below

5=I know very well and can do everything with it

4=I know major part of it performance, and I am confident to use it

3=I know main features, but I would need help to use it

2=I can use it for very simple operation, but I need help to turn it on and to use it

1=I am not able to use it
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3. How you will describe your skills 
regarding the use of next devices?

1 2 3 4 5 Nonapplicable Don’t know

3.1. Phone
3.2. Cell phone
3.3. TV
3.4. Remote control for TV
3.5. PC
3.6. Internet
Washing machine
Other-specify

4 – Other assistive devices in his/her possession ‑ These questions are not used in survey

4. Other assistive devices he/
she possess

Yes I have Yes I use I do not have and 
I need them

I do not have it and 
I don’t need them

I do not know

4.1. Walking stick 1 1 1 1
4.2. Walker with wheels
4.3. Magnifying glass
4.4. Hearing aid
4.5. Indicator bell
4.6. Phone with large numbers
4.7. Support in the bathroom
4.8. Other

5. If other‑specify ‑ This questions are not used in survey

III Knowledge and Interest

Knowledge and interest Excellent Good Average Low Very low Do not know Reject

6.  In general, how is your knowledge in 
the field of technology of daily use

7.  How is your knowledge about 
technology for elderly support

8.  What is your interest about innovation in 
field of technology for elderly support

IV Familiarity with telemedicine and telemedicine devices

Familiarity with telemedicine and 
telemedicine devices

Yes No Nonapplicable Do not know Reject

9.    Did you have ever used PC or other 
technological device for work or other 
purpose

10. If yes specify
11. Did you ever used telemedicine
12. Did you ever used helpline
13. Other technological devices, specify

Please, indicate if you agree or disagree with next opinions, utilizing scale below

1 = strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = partially agree and disagree; 4 = agree; 5 = strongly agree
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V Expectations and attitude

14. Expectation and attitude 1 2 3 4 5 Don’t know Reject

14.1.  I believe that technological innovation can 
satisfy needs and request of elderly

14.2.  I believe that technological solution can save 
my life in case of accident

14.3.  I believe that I can use some assistive devices 
to improve quality of life

14.4.  I would like to learn to use simple 
technological devices that can help me in case 
of need

VI Motivation

15. Motivation
I will decide to use device in case

1 2 3 4 5 Don’t know Reject

15.1. If devices will improve my daily activity
15.2. If device help caregiver who is take care of me
15.3.  If device will increase my capacity to manage 

myself at home
15.4.  If device is advised by my medical doctor or 

other healthcare professionals
15.5.  If device is advised by my family o caregiver 

(formal or informal)
15.6. If device is certified and approved
15.7.  If device make me more protected at my 

home when I am alone

VII Limitations

16. Limitations 1 2 3 4 5 Do not know Reject

16.1.  The technological solutions are very difficult to use without 
training

16.2. I am afraid that device will replace caregiver
16.3.  I am afraid that some devices are intrusive and can modify 

my home environment
16.4.  I am afraid that some devices can present restriction to 

my privacy (as sensors and others)
16.5. I am not sure about security of new technological devices
16.6.  I think that technological devices for elderly support are 

very costly
16.7. My friends and family advised me to not use it




